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mountain dew's "g-thang" energy drink is a reference to a previous game in the series. the drink's name refers to the iconic moment from the original call of duty. mountain dew's "g-thang"
was originally introduced as a fictional drink in the game. a commercial for the drink appeared in the first call of duty game, which suggested that the drink would save players in the game.

the commercial became a reality when the "g-thang" energy drink was introduced and was the first energy drink to be advertised nationally on television. fmj returns in call of duty: black ops
ii . in addition to greater penetration, damage is increased by 95% against scorestreaks except the guardian and sentry gun. it can also be unlocked for use in the single player loadout by

completing two challenges in suffer with me, making guns do more damage to enemies, similar to that of stopping power. it does not increase damage in multiplayer. fmj cannot be used in
conjunction with the millimeter scanner. the story of modern warfare 2 also coincides with events that have happened in real life, such as the 2006 elections in iraq and the 2007 lebanon war.
in the game's story, the same man who betrayed the united states' troops in beirut also helped the terrorists gain access to a chemical weapon in iraq, and the us government was forced to

use it to defeat them. in the real world, however, the united states failed to follow through with chemical weapons inspections in iraq, which led to the country's eventual invasion by the
coalition of the willing forces. in addition, the game's story depicts the cover-up of the events surrounding the chemical weapons incidents, as the iraqi president saddam hussein even sought

the help of the terrorists to take control of the country's oil fields.
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Luckily for you, the online-only Modern Warfare (2019), despite being developed by a tiny team of ex-Infinity Ward developers and with only minor changes over previous games, is only
slightly bigger than Warzone, weighing in at a very manageable 92GB. While that's still a considerable chunk to work with, it's certainly much better than the massive 160GB Modern Warfare
was at launch. However, if youre curious to find out more about the future of the series, youll have to wait until the Switch version of Modern Warfare arrives on 4th September (at which point
the Modern Warfare title will also be back on Xbox One, PlayStation 4 and PC). The switch port will be available for $19.99 / £15.99 / 19.99 Euros with support for the DualShock 4 / PlayStation

4 Pro and includes all the DLC packs available for Modern Warfare. The fact that the Switch version will also come with a season pass for further content will likely appease many fans,
particularly as the base game will cost only $10 more than the PS4 version at launch. Aside from the shift in engine, another big difference in Modern Warfare on Switch is that the game will

use the online play features of Nintendo Switch Online, which will allow you to play the game with friends online, complete challenges, download new maps and much more. Youll also need to
sign in to Nintendo Switch Online, which is free to join. The Warzone mode in Modern Warfare functions much like Black Ops 4, where instead of the campaign, youre thrown into an online
game right from the main menu. However, the game mode in Modern Warfare takes a slightly different approach to Black Ops 4. Here, youll pick a battle type (Marathon, Supremacy, Kill

Confirmed or Last Man Standing) and pick a Warzone map at the start before the action. Warzone maps are different from Modern Warfares regular maps, as theyre not held in the Campaign
and instead spawn a timed match. This lets you re-spawn as often as you like and lets you build up a special team to compete with over and over again, to get the best special actions and

ultimate kills, which include the character run, new perks, and the Demolition (more on this below). 5ec8ef588b
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